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ABSTRACT 
In toxicology studies, some data sets are dose-time-response data with changing doses 
over time and death/alive as response. We developed a toxicokinetic-based survival model 
that relates survivorship and bioaccumulation. The model assumes toxicant uptake and 
elimination follow a single compartment model and the hazard rate is proportional to the 
internal concentration. Several diagnostics methods were described for this model to check 
assumptions of proportional hazard and the functional form of covariates. Maximum 
likelihood and least square estimation were compared by comparing the estimating equations 
and a simulation study. The results showed that maximum likelihood is the most unbiased 
and efficient estimation method for this model. 
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CHAPTER I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1. Toxicity study and current analysis methods 
To assess the risk of chemical to environment, researchers in ecotoxicology usually 
conduct acute toxicity study in the laboratory. The traditional toxicity study is to expose 
testing organisms to various dose of chemical for a certain time (e.g., 48 hours or 96 hours), 
then record the response of organisms (death or alive) at the end point. The LCS0 method is 
widely used to analyze this kind of dose-response data. LC5Q is the lethal concentration of 
killing 50% of exposed organisms. Although convenient and useful when quantifying relative 
toxicities of chemicals, the LCS0 method has shortcomings as a predictor of ecotoxic effects. 
It fails to incorporate the duration effect on toxicity by treating the exposure time fixed. 
Using only the response at the end point, more useful information is lost, such as how fast the 
chemical kills the organism. Therefore, the result cannot be used to predict the killing 
percentage of chemical at certain time point and then assess the environmental safety. 
The dose-time-response data contains more information than the dose-response data by 
further recording time-to-response. Because of the similarity of dose-time-response data from 
toxicity study and medical study, the survival analysis models were currently used to analyze 
toxicity data. Parametric survival analysis models, especially accelerated failure time (AFT) 
models, were employed in several toxicity data analysis with satisfying performance (Zhao 
and Newman, 2004; Ren, 2004). The survival analysis method has more statistical power and 
more flexibility than the LCS0 method, plus the ability to predict survival rate at different 
2 
time. The major limitations of survival analysis method are that 1) it is not suitable for 
toxicity data with changing dose; 2) it just describes the shape of the survival curve using 
certain statistical distributions without considering the mode of action of chemical. 
2. Toxicokinetics and toxicokinetic-based survival models 
Most toxic effects are due to the accumulation of toxicant by organisms (Newman, 
1995). Toxicant bioaccumulation has been an important topic in ecotoxicology. 
Bioaccumulation is related on uptake of toxicant by individual and elimination of toxicant 
from the body. Both processes are results of various physical, chemical and biological 
actions. Much effort has been put on quantitative prediction of uptake and elimination of 
toxicant based on the assumption of toxicokinetics. The most common toxicokinetcs models 
were compartment models, which assumes the uptake and elimination of toxicant occurred in 
one or a few compartments. Matis et al. (1991) described the basic one-compartment model, 
stochastic one-compartment model, and more complicated multi-compartment models, along 
with the fitting of these models to Hg accumulation data. 
Ecotoxicologists started to incorporate toxicokinetics in modeling toxic effect. Verhaar 
et al (1999) introduced the Critical Body Residue (CBR) and the Critical Area Under the 
Curve (CAUC) model for toxic effect. Lee et al (2002) developed a damage assessment 
model (DAM) to describe the toxicity. The DAM is a one-compartment first-order 
toxicokinetic-toxicodynamic model and assumes that death occurs when the cumulative 
damage reaches a critical point. The CBR and CAUC models can be derived as two extreme 
cases from the DAM. Although LCS0 vs time data were fitted to those models in these 
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papers, the model can also be applied to time-to-death data. But the DAM model is not 
suitable for analyzing data with latent mortality (death occurred after exposure stopped). A 
similar model is the DEBtox model proposed by Kooijman and Bedaux (1996). This model is 
based on the dynamic energy budgets (DEB) theory to estimate a no-effect concentration 
(NEC) for the effects of chemicals on survival. 
In this dissertation, we will describe a newly developed toxicokinetic-based survival 
model. This model is based on two assumptions: one is the toxicant bioaccumulation 
following a one compartment model; the other is that the hazard rate is proportional to 
toxicant concentration within the body. 
3. Diagnostics for toxicokinetic-based survival models 
Model assessment is a very important process for model development. The model 
fitting can be assessed by various criteria, such as AIC value, mean squared error, and so on. 
Once those criteria suggest inadequate fitting, diagnostic methods become necessary in order 
to check model assumptions and suggest improvements to the model. 
Various diagnostic methods have been developed for survival analysis models, 
especially for Cox proportional hazard model and accelerated failure time models. 
Assumptions of proportional hazard functions, the functional form of covariates, and the 
absence of outliers can all be diagnosed using either graphical displays or formal tests 
(Themeau and Grambsch, 2000; Collett, 2003). However, no diagnostic methods have been 
developed for the toxicokinetic-based models proposed earlier. In chapter HI of this 
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dissertation, we will propose a few graphical methods to check the assumptions of our 
toxicokinetic-based survival model. 
4. Estimation of toxicokinetic-based survival models 
Most toxicokinetic-based models are nonlinear models. Least squares method and 
maximum likelihood method are two common estimation methods for nonlinear models. 
Least squares estimation is often used for nonlinear models with additive errors, such as 
y  i  = f ( x , ; 0 )  +  e t ,  
where E(g,) = 0. 
The asymptotic properties of least squares estimators depend on various assumptions 
about the additive errors and some regularity conditions. The ordinary least squares (OLS) 
estimator requires most strict assumptions. If the errors are independently distributed with 
constant variance, the OLS estimator is the best unbiased estimate of parameters (Davidian 
and Giltnan, 1995). 
If the variance of errors is heterogeneous or the errors are correlated, the OLS estimator 
may be inefficient. When the information about the heterogeneity is available, the weighted 
least squares (WLS) method can be used to get more consistent estimation by incorporating a 
weight function into the estimating equation. The generalized least squares (GLS) method 
can be used for cases with correlated errors if the correlation structure is known. Iterative 
procedures are needed for calculating GLS estimate. Under mild conditions, the GLS 
estimate is unbiased and asymptotically normally distributed (Carroll and Ruppert, 1988). 
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For most toxicokinetic-based models, not only the assumptions of independence and 
constant variance are not automatically met, but also the additive errors. The OLS estimator 
cannot be assumed to be consistent. Without information on the heterogeneity of variance 
and correlation structure, it is hard to conduct WLS and GLS estimation. 
Since the toxicokinetic-based models are constructed by an expression of hazard 
function, one is able to derive the survivor function and probability function, and the 
likelihood function can be written down. The parameters can be estimated by maximum 
likelihood (ML) method. One advantage of the ML method is that it does not require further 
assumptions on independency and variance structure. We compared the performance of OLS, 
GLS, and ML on estimation of toxicokintec-based models by analytical and simulation 
methods in chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER II: TOXICOKINETIC-BASED SURVIVAL MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OF 
TOXICITY DATA WITH CHANGING DOSE 
A paper to be submitted to Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
Xia Xu, Philip Dixon 
Abstract 
In toxicology studies, some data sets are dose-time-response data with changing doses 
over time and time to death as response. We developed a toxicokinetic-based survival model 
that relates survivorship and bioaccumulation. The model assumes toxicant uptake and 
elimination follow a single compartment model and the hazard rate is proportional to the 
internal concentration. Such a model can easily be fitted to data with constant concentration 
or to data with varying concentrations. The toxicokinetic-based model and the accelerated 
failure time model were fitted by maximum likelihood to dose-time-response data sets 
obtained by exposing Hyalella azteca to four different concentrations of copper sulfate or 
sodium pentachlorophenol (NaPCP) solutions for 48 hours and transferring to clean water 
afterwards. Model fits were compared by mean squared error and AIC values. Both 
toxicokinetics-based model and accelerated failure time model provided close survival 
predictions to the observed data. However, accelerated failure time model did not reveal 
mechanistic information and more parameters were needed since separate models were 
necessary for exposure and post-exposure stages. 
Keywords: survival analysis toxicokinetics maximum likelihood Hyalella azteca 
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1. Introduction 
An acute toxicity study assesses short-term toxicity of a chemical. Test organisms are 
exposed to certain doses of toxicant, and chemical toxicity is assessed by the ability to kill or 
damage organisms. Toxic effect is related to both exposure duration and intensity. In general, 
extending the exposure time or increasing the toxicant concentration causes more mortality 
(Newman, 1995). 
There are several methods used to summarize the toxic effect of a toxicant. The 
simplest is to estimate LCS0, the lethal concentration that kills 50% of tested organisms 
during a specific time period (usually 96 hours). LCS0 can be estimated based on dose-
response data, obtained by exposing organisms to a few concentrations of toxicant for fixed 
time and then recording the response (death/alive) at the end of the time period. In dose-
response data, information about the time to death, or killing speed, which is an important 
characteristic of a toxicant, is lost. 
Recently, survival analysis methods have been applied to environmental risk and 
ecotoxicology (Newman and Aplin, 1992; Henryon et al., 2002; Zhao and Newman, 2004; 
Ren, 2004). These methods make use of dose-time-response data. Dose-time-response data 
records not only the response (death/alive), but also the time to response. There are two 
functions of primary interest in survival models, the survivor function and the hazard 
function. Suppose T, the random variable associated with the survival time, has a probability 
distribution with probability density function fit). The survivor function, S(t), is the 
probability that the survival time is greater than or equal to t, 
9 
S ( t )  =  P ( T > t )  =  l - F ( t ) ,  (1) 
where F ( t )  is the cumulative distribution function of T. 
The hazard function, or hazard rate is used to express the risk or hazard of death at 
some time t. It is obtained from the probability that an individual dies at time t, conditional 
on it survived to that time, 
Various survival analysis methods, including non-parametric, semi-parametric, and 
parametric models are available. Non-parametric methods, such as life-table, Kaplan-Meier 
estimation, do not require specific assumptions about the distribution of the survival times. 
They can be useful in summarizing a single sample of survival data or in the comparison of 
two or more groups of survival times. However, other variables such as age, size, and weight 
of test organisms may all have impact on time to death even for organisms exposed to the 
same dose. Non-parametric methods are not able to incorporate and assess the effect of those 
factors. 
The proportional hazards model proposed by Cox (1972) has been a well known semi-
parametric survival model. It is based on the assumption of proportional hazards, the hazard 
of death at any given time for an individual in one group is proportional to the hazard at that 
time for a similar individual in the other group. In proportional hazards model, the hazard 
function for the z'-th individual can be written as 
(2) 
h , ( t )  =  f ( x , ) h 0 ( t ) ,  (3) 
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where h 0  ( t )  is the hazard function for individual with all explanatory variables being zero, 
which is called baseline hazard function, and / (x, ) is a function of explanatory variables for 
the zth individual. The most common form of f (xj ) is 
/(*,. ) = expC/?,*,,. + P2x2i +... + Ppxpi ). (4) 
Although no particular form of probability distribution is assumed for the survival times 
and the baseline hazard function has no explicit expression, the proportional hazard model 
specifies the effect of many factors on hazard. Therefore, it is referred as semi-parametric 
model. 
The Cox proportional hazards model is very flexible and applicable because the hazard 
function is not restricted to a specific form. However, if a particular probability distribution 
for the data is assumed correctly, inferences based on such model would be more precise. 
Accelerated failure time (AFT) model is a widely applied parametric hazard model (Collett, 
2003). The general accelerated failure time model can be expressed in the form: 
log T i = f ( x i )  +  c r e i ,  (5) 
where Tt is the random variable association with time to death. By assuming different 
distribution of £, in this model, different distributions of Tt can be derived: Weibull, 
Exponential, Lognormal, etc. The best-fitting distribution can be selected from all candidate 
distributions. Explanatory variables such as concentration can be included in function / (x, ). 
Since more information is used in survival models, the statistical power is enhanced 
(Newman and Dixon, 1996). However, the survival models just model the shape of the 
survival curve without considering the mechanism of toxicant action. On the other hand, 
11 
survival model might not be applicable for toxicity data with changing doses, for example, 
data including latent mortality, because the shape of survival curves might change 
dramatically with changing stress. 
Most toxic effects are due to the accumulation of toxicant by organisms. Toxicant 
bioaccumulation has been an important topic in ecotoxicology. Bioaccumulation is related on 
uptake of toxicant by individual and elimination of toxicant from the body. Both processes 
are results of various physical, chemical and biological actions. For example, toxicant 
elimination can be considered as the summation of metabolic, excretory, and physiochemical 
decay processes, and mechanisms of adsorption including number of binding sites, binding 
forces, or reversibility of binding. Much effort has been put on quantitative prediction of 
uptake and elimination of toxicant based on the assumption of mechanisms. Zero-order, first-
order, or more complicated elimination kinetics were proposed. Similarly, several methods 
were developed to quantify adsorption based on the assumptions of adsorption mechanisms 
(Newman, 1995). The most common models for accumulation were compartment models, 
which assumes the uptake and elimination of toxicant occurred in one or a few 
compartments. Those compartments can sometimes be linked to specific physical 
compartments, such as specific organs or tissues, more often they are treated and kinetically 
distinct compartments. Matis et al. (1991) described the basic one-compartment model, 
stochastic one-compartment model, and more complicated multi-compartment models, along 
with the fitting of these models to Hg accumulation data. The result showed that the 
compartment models not only fit the data well, but also be useful in elucidating mechanistic 
structure. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of one-compartment model 
The simple one-compartment model of bioaccumulation is demonstrated in Figure 2.1. 
Normally, uptake can be defined as first-order kinetics. Let ku be the uptake rate, ke be the 
elimination rate, in the case of constant external source (C), the following equation 
describing the change in internal concentration with time, 
~  =  K C - K Q  • (6) 
at 
The integrated form of equation (6) gives the expression of internal concentration 
= (7) 
ke 
Besides the bioaccumulation of toxicant, another phase of toxicological processes is 
toxicodynamics, i.e., the biological response resulting from the chemical arriving at the site 
and acting to produce its toxic effect (McCarty and Mackay, 1993). Verhaar et al (1999) 
introduced the Critical Body Residue (CBR) and the Critical Area Under the Curve (CAUC) 
model for toxic effect. The CBR model assumes that the CBR for a toxic effect is a constant, 
independent of chemical variety or exposure time, 
CBR = BCF x C x (1 -e"k'' ) = constant, (8) 
where BCF is the bioconcentration factor, defined as the ratio between the uptake and 
elimination rate constants; C is the external concentration; ke is the elimination rate 
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constant. The CAUC model assumes that the CAUC (integral over time of the internal 
concentration) is constant for a given death rate, 
CAUC = |BCF x C x (1 - e'K' )dt = constant. (9) 
In situations where the external exposure concentration is constant, the dependence of 
LC50 on time of exposure for CBR and CAUC model can be described respectively by 
LCM
~-l§^ry (10) 
and 
LC50(t)=C^C . (11) 
BCF t-{\-e~Knike 
The LC50 vs time data were fitted to those models and parameters , and 
CBR CAUC 
BCF' BCF 
ke can be estimated. The authors did not discuss the cases where the external concentration 
changes over time and predict the mortality of organisms under different concentrations. 
Lee et al (2002) developed a damage assessment model (DAM) to describe the toxicity. 
The DAM is a one-compartment first-order toxicokinetic-toxicodynamic model and assumes 
that death occurs when the cumulative damage reaches a critical point. The CBR and CAUC 
models can be derived as two extreme cases from the DAM. DAM model is based on three 
assumptions. First, the compound accumulates by the simple first-order kinetics: 
^  =  k „ C - k , R , (12) 
at 
where C is the external concentration, R is the tissue residue, ku is the uptake rate, and ke 
is the elimination rate. 
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The second assumption is that the organism damage accumulates in proportion to the 
tissue residue and the damage recovery is proportional to the cumulative damage: 
at 
where D is the cumulative damage, ka is the rate for accrual of damage, and kr is the 
damage recovery rate. 
The third assumption is that death occurs when damage accrues to a certain critical 
l e t h a l  l e v e l ,  D L .  
The hazard and cumulative hazard models can be used to investigate the relationship 
among body residues, cumulative damage, and survival rate. The CBR, CAUC, and DAM 
model have different types of hazard models. For the constant CBR model, the cumulative 
h a z a r d  f u n c t i o n  H ( t )  i s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  b o d y  r e s i d u e  w i t h  a  c o n s t a n t  k i l l i n g  r a t e  k x ,  
= = t &C(l-e-f). (14) 
K 
For the CAUC model, the hazard function is proportional to the body residue, 
h 2 ( t )  =  k 2 R  =  k 2 ^ - C ( l - e ' k ' 1 ) .  (15) 
K 
The cumulative hazard function for CAUC model is then 
H 2 ( t )  =  k 2 - - C ( t  +  —  —). (16) 
For the DAM model, the cumulative hazard is proportional to the cumulative damage 
level, 
15 
(17) 
The survivor function can be derived from the above cumulative hazard fonction as 
£(f) = exp[-//(f)]. (18) 
Although LC5Q vs time data were fitted to DAM models in this paper, the model can 
also be applied to time-to-death data and to predict mortality at some time point because the 
hazard model was used to relate the survival probability and lethal residue or cumulative 
damage. One shortcoming of these models is that the author only described the cases with 
constant external concentration. 
A similar model is the DEBtox model proposed by Kooijman and Bedaux (1996). This 
model is based on the dynamic energy budgets (DEB) theory to estimate a no-effect 
concentration (NEC) for the effects of chemicals on survival. It assumes that the kinetics of 
the chemical is a simple one-compartment kinetics, 
where ku and ke are the uptake and elimination rate. 
The original internal concentration is scaled by the bioconcentration factor (BCF), 
q(t) = Q(t) / BCF. The kinetics of the internal concentration thus becomes, 
The model assumes the hazard rate is proportional to the difference between the scaled 
internal concentration q(t) and an external threshold concentration, the no-effect 
concentration (NEC) which can be interpreted as the highest external concentration that will 
—  -  k u C { t )  ~  k e Q ( l )  '  
at 
(19) 
^ = *.[C(r)-?(/)]. 
at 
(20) 
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not have toxic effect on organisms. In some cases, there is background hazard exists besides 
the hazard due to the toxicant. The DEBtox model accounts for the background hazard by 
assuming that the hazard rate to be 
where b is the killing rate and d is the background hazard. 
The survivor function for DEBtox model can be derived by the definition. Because of 
the existence of background hazard d and the threshold concentration NEC, common 
maximum likelihood is difficult to perform and profile likelihood method is necessary for 
parameter estimation. 
The original DEBtox model assumes the external concentration be constant. Pery et al 
(2001) extended it by relaxing the constant concentration and assuming time-varying 
concentration models. The parameter estimation for changing concentration data is even 
more complicated. The authors use a purely descriptive method using cubic splines to 
describe the concentration data. 
In ecotoxicology, the main interest is to predict the level of mortality expected in the 
field. On one hand, the toxicant concentration in the environment can not be expected to be 
constant. On the other hand, the latent effects also need to be considered, especially for 
toxicity data using death as endpoint. Even if some organisms survived during the exposure 
period of toxicant concentration, the accumulation of toxicant in the body or damage of some 
organs may lead to death later. If we ignore the latent death, we may underestimate the toxic 
(21) 
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effect. Different toxicants may have different latent effects due to different mechanisms of 
damage. To have better prediction, we need to consider all the above factors in the model. 
Notice that the DAM model is not suitable for analyzing data with latent mortality. 
Checking the expression for cumulative damage, it might decrease after the exposure period 
because the uptake becomes zero and only elimination and recovery are in action. Decrease in 
cumulative damage leads to decrease in cumulative hazard based on the assumption that the 
cumulative hazard is proportional to the cumulative damage, which is impossible in practice 
because the cumulative hazard is a non-decreasing function. 
We developed another types of toxicokinetic-based (TK) survival model that relates the 
survivorship to toxicant bioaccumulation. It is more understandable from the toxicologist 
point of view. It might do a better job on describing the survival curve if the bioaccumulation 
is correctly modeled by compartment models. Also, this model is easy to deal with changing 
concentration problem. In section 2, we will introduce an example toxicity data with 
changing dose. The development of TK model will be described at section 3. Parameter 
estimation and model assessment methods will be talked in part 4. Results of fitting TK 
model to the example data and comparing the fitting of TK model with AFT model is 
presented at section 5. Section 6 gives a short summary. 
2. Motivating example 
The amphipod experiment done by Zhao and Newman (2004) is an example of toxicity 
data with changing dose. The amphipod, Hyalella azteca, is one of the EPA recommended 
species for assessing acute toxicity of fresh water sediment (US EPA, 1994). The amphipods 
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were exposed to four different concentrations of copper sulfate (CUSO4) or sodium 
pentachlorophenol (NaPCP) solutions and control solutions (clean water) for 48 hours. A 
total of 48 amphipods were assigned to each concentration. After 48 hours, the remained 
alive amphipods were transferred into clear water until no more death was evident. The 
number of new deaths was recorded about every four hours for the whole testing period. 
Three repeated experiments were done for each chemical. The data collection method 
introduced two types of censoring: interval censoring (deaths occurred between two 
inspection time) and right censoring (amphipods alive at the end of experiment). 
During the exposure stage, the solutions were renewed every 12 hours. Since the 
concentration change during the 12-hour periods was moderate, the average of the actual 
concentration was used as constant exposure. Another detail need to be noticed is that every 
amphipod was put into a small well with given solution during the experiment, so amphipods 
exposed to the same solution had no influence on each other. 
Figure 2.2 shows the observed mortality vs time for the three experiments. For G1SO4 
exposure, the latent mortality is very prominent. Very few deaths occurred after 48 hours for 
NaPCP exposure. 
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Figure 2.2. Observed mortality of amphipods under three CuSOa and NaPCP exposure: 
each connected line stands for each dose, the vertical line lies at 48 hours, the time exposure 
ceased. 
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Different patterns of latent mortality for C11SO4 and NaPCP was expected because of 
different modes of action for those two chemicals. Gills are the primary target organ of Cu. 
Once damaged, the recovery of gills needs a relative long period (Cerqueira and Femandes, 
2002). The toxicological mode of action of PCP is increasing cellular oxidative metabolism 
resulting from the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation. The effect is quickly reversible 
and animals will have a good chance of recovery when the toxicant is removed from the 
environment (Zhao, 2005). On the other hand, Cu is very persistent as a metal element, but 
both PCP and its metabolite had a rapid elimination rate. 
3. Development of toxicokinetic-based survival models 
Toxicokinetic-based model relates the survival to toxicokinetics. There are two major 
assumptions for the TK model, one is the assumption for the toxicological kinetics, such as a 
one compartment model for the internal concentration; the other assumes that the hazard rate 
is proportional to the internal concentration. 
A one compartment toxicokinetic model assumes a single internal pool of toxicant. 
Uptake from the external environment is a function of the external concentration, while 
elimination from the internal compartment is proportional to the internal concentration. The 
elimination might due to diffusion, excretion, or metabolic breakdown of the toxicant by the 
organism. Let C(t) be the external toxicant concentration, and Q(t) be the internal 
concentration at time t. The kinetics of uptake and elimination can be expressed by the 
following differential equations 
^7=/[cxoR.eo, (22) 
at 
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where f\C{t)\ is a function of external concentration that specifies the dose effect on uptake, 
and ke is the elimination rate from the body. Solving this equation gives an expression for 
internal concentration. The closed form expression for Q(t) can be derived when C(/)is 
constant with respect to time or a step function of time. 
If the mode of action depends on the internal concentration, it is reasonable that the 
hazard rate is related to the internal concentration. We make the further assumption that the 
hazard rate is proportional to the internal concentration with constant rate: h{t) - aQ(t). 
Then, the survival rate is: 
example, in the Zhao and Newman experiments, the external concentration changes from C0 
in the exposure stage (0~T hours) to 0 in post exposure stage 
(23) 
Different sub-models can be derived by using different forms of /[C(f)] and C(t). For 
for t < T 
f o r  t > T  
Assuming a simple linear uptake function, i.e., f\C(t)\ = kuC{t), the kinetics of 
concentration in the body can be written as 
for t < T 
for t > T 
(24) 
The hazard function can be derived by solving the differential equation 
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h{t) = aQ(t) 
[l - exp(-fceO]j, for t < T 
a {Q(T) exp[- ke (t - 7)]}, for t > T 
(25) 
[1 - exp(-A:e0], for t < T 
k„ 
I1 - exp(-£er)]exp[- ke (t - J)j for t > T 
k„ 
where kx = aku. The proportional kill rate a and uptake coefficient ku are confounded in 
this model, so one is not able to estimate those two parameters separately. ke, the elimination 
coefficient, is estimable. 
By definition, integrating the hazard function gives the survival function 
For cases where the external concentration is continuously changed instead of changed 
by a few steps, the toxicokinetic-based model is still suitable. One only needs to specify 
different form of function for C{t) and replace it into equation (22). 
Also to be noticed is that when the external concentration is constant, C(t) = C, the 
toxicokinetic-based model has the same hazard function with the CAUC model. An 
extension of common CAUC model is the CAUC model with threshold (Lee et al., 2002; 
Verhaar et al., 1999) 
S(T) exp h(T) — [l - exp(~k e  ( t  -  T))] for t>T 
for t  <T 
(26) 
Z,Q„(f) = CAUC 1 
BCF t-{\-e'K')/kt 
+ LC50 (OO) . (27) 
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The CAUC model with threshold is equivalent to a toxicokinetic-based model with the 
following uptake and elimination kinetics 
^2 = t„(C-CJ-fr,e(f),  (28) 
at 
where CM is the threshold external concentration. In fact, this is a sub-model of toxicokinetic-
based model by assuming f\C{t)\-ku{C{t)-Cj). The internal concentration can be 
expressed by 
g«) = ^(C-C„)[l-e-"]. (29) 
This expression indicates that if the external concentration is less than a specific value, 
the toxicant will not accumulate in the body and result in no toxic effect. This argument 
might be more reasonable in practice. We can compare models with and without threshold 
concentration using the example data. 
The differences between the TK model with threshold and DEBtox model are (1) TK 
model does not specify a background hazard, however this is not a major issue since we can 
modify the TK model by assuming h(t) = ocQ(t) + d ; (2) the threshold concentration entered 
into TK model and DEBtox model at different stages as different form. One question arises: 
are those two models essentially the same? 
4. Parameter estimation and model assessment 
4.1.Parameter estimation 
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Maximum likelihood estimation can be used to estimate the parameters and k2 in 
equation (26). If we assume that each amphipod is independent of others in the experiment, 
the log-likelihood function for the amphipods data can be written as 
1(0; data) = ^  /,. (0; datai ), 
where 9 is a vector of model parameters, and li(0;datai) is the contribution to the overall 
likelihood of each observed data point. Since all death time in amphipods data are interval-
censored, or right-censored, the corresponding log-likelihood can be calculated by 
(<9;datat) = log[f(t;0)dt] = log[F(t{;6)-F(ti_];&)} = log[^(/,_,;0)-S(ti;6>)] 
for interval-censored death time, and 
(^; data{ ) = log[ /(f; 0)</f] = log[l - F(r. ; 0)] = log[S(^ ; 0)] 
for right-censored death time. 
In these expressions, f(t;0) and F(t;0) are the density and cumulative distribution 
function; S(t;0) is the survival function specified by the model. 
The standard errors of the parameter estimation can be computed by the inverse of 
Fisher Information Matrix, which can be estimated by the inverse of negative Hessian matrix. 
The statistical software R, version 2.0.1 was used to do maximum likelihood estimation. The 
overall negative log-likelihood is numerically minimized using a Newton-type algorithm. 
4.2.Model assessment 
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The performance of TK model and AFT model can be assessed and compared by the 
following strategies. First, graphs with observed and predicted survival rates at each time 
point shows the relative fitting of each model with respect to observed data. This graphical 
method is explicit when two models perform with big difference. Second, big mean squared 
difference between predicted and observed data indicates bad fitting of the model. 
Comparison of mean squared differences of those two models can tell which model is better 
fitting. The third quantity is the correlation between predicted and observed survival rate. The 
AIC value, which equals to -2 * (log-likelihood) + 2* (number of parameters), is another 
assessment criteria. 
5. Result of applying models to amphipod data 
5.1. Fitting of TK model 
We estimated the parameters of toxicokinetic-based model for the amphipods data, 
which included survival times for three CuSC>4 and NaPCP exposure experiments. At first, 
we assumed the simple linear uptake model, i.e.,/[C(0] = kuC(t) is a linear function of 
concentration. This linear dose effect TK model did not capture the shape of survival curves 
very well (Figure 2.3): it tends to overestimate the mortality for lower concentration and 
underestimate the mortality for higher concentration. 
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Figure 2.3. Observed and predicted mortality of amphipods by linear dose effect TK 
model for three CUSO4 and NaPCP exposure: each connected line stands for each dose, the 
dotted lines are observed mortalities, and the smooth lines are predicted mortalities, the 
vertical line lies at 48 hours, the time exposure ceased. 
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Then we modified the model by assuming quadratic uptake model, 
f\C(t)\ = kuXC(t) + ku2C(t)2. Similarly, the survival function for the quadratic TK model is 
derived as 
S(f) 
exp- k\ C0 +k2Cl t - 1 - exp(~k e t )  for t  < T 
(30) 
S(T) exp-j h(T) j -[1 - exp (-*, ( t  - 7))]k for/>7 
Table 2.1 listed the log-likelihood of those models for all six experiments. Since these 
two models are nested, we were able to do likelihood ratio test (LRT) for model comparing. 
The p-value for LRT test were also shown here. For all experiments, p-values are less than 
0.05, which means significant improvement of quadratic model over linear model. 
Table 2.1. Log-likelihood for linear, quadratic TK without threshold, and quadratic TK 
with threshold models . p-value (1) is the p-v alue for LRT test comparing linear TK model 
and quadratic TK without threshold model; p-value (2) is the p-v alue for LRT test comparing 
quadratic TK models without threshold and with threshold 
Experiment l(kx,ke) l(k\>k2,ke) p-value (1) l(kl,k2,ke,Ccc) p-value (2) 
CuS04 (1) -328.9374 -318.6213 <0.001 -318.5808 0.7759 
CuS04 (2) -417.9019 -415.8682 0.0437 -415.8191 0.7540 
CuS04 (3) -370.8361 -368.6707 0.0374 -367.169 0.0831 
NaPCP (1) -356.1163 -353.8003 0.0314 -353.775 0.8220 
NaPCP (2) -321.9664 -310.652 <0.001 -310.5342 0.6274 
NaPCP (3) -255.8646 -252.2257 0.00698 -252.2249 0.9681 
Another possible extension of the TK model is the threshold model. By assuming that 
there is no toxic effect if the external concentration is less than a threshold external 
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concentration Cœ, if the external concentration exceeds Cx, the quadratic uptake model 
becomes f[C(t)\ = kuX (C(r) -Co0)+ ku2 (C(t) -Cxf . The survival function for the quadratic 
TK model with threshold can be derived as 
The log-likelihoods of fitting the quadratic threshold model are shown in Table 2.1. The 
likelihood ratio test can be done to compare the threshold model and no-threshold model. All 
/(-values are larger than 0.05, which indicates that adding a threshold does not improve the 
model significantly. 
Since the quadratic toxicokinetics-based model without threshold was the better fitting 
model, we chose this model as our best selected model. The maximum likelihood estimates 
of parameters and their standard errors were listed in Table 2.2. Although not every 
parameter estimate was significant, most of them had small coefficient of variation. 
Of these three parameters in the quadratic TK model, k e  stands for the elimination rate 
from the body. Based on the properties of Cu and PCP, we expected that the estimate of k e  
for G1SO4 data to be smaller than that of NaPCP data. Results in Table 2.2 verified our 
expectation. Estimate of ke for NaPCP exposure is almost 10-times larger than estimate of 
ke for the first two CuS04 exposure data. The estimates of kx and k2 are much more similar 
for O1SO4 and NaPCP data. 
1, for C0 < C, 
S(T) exp h(T)—[1 - exp(-t,C - H)] for C0  > C„ and t  > T 
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Table 2.2. Parameter estimates and standard errors for quadratic TK model for three 
CuSC>4 and NaPCP exposure experiments. 
CuS04 exposure NaPCP exposre 
Experiment Parameter Estimate Std. Error Parameter Estimate Std. Error 
1 K -0.00020 0.00011 *, 0.00083 0.00056 
k2  0.00177 0.00048 k2  0.00220 0.00103 
K 0.00234 0.00518 K 0.06412 0.01672 
2 K 0.00042 0.00024 k x  -0.00051 0.00048 
k2  0.00149 0.00075 k2  0.00569 0.00147 
K 0.00582 0.00460 k e  0.07858 0.01905 
3 K 0.00103 0.00085 K 0.00021 0.00037 
k2  0.00593 0.00291 k2  0.00207 0.00086 
K 0.05966 0.00884 K 0.07772 0.02202 
Parameter estimates for the third CuSC>4 experiment were dramatically different from 
the other two. Meantime, three NaPCP experiments yield similar results. This may due to 
effect of season, temperature, or other environmental conditions on the survival of 
amphipods. As we know that the first two CuSC>4 exposures were done in winter, the third 
one was done in summer. All three NaPCP exposures were conducted in summer. 
5.2.Fitting of AFT model and comparing quadratic TK model with AFT model 
As we described before, there are various candidate distributions for AFT model. The 
best fitting AFT model can be selected using AIC values. In amphipods data, the toxicant 
stress was changed from a certain dose to 0 at 48 hour. Figure 2.2 shows that the shape of 
survival curve may change dramatically for during and post exposure stages. Fitting the 
whole data set using a single AFT model might not capture such change. Another way is to fit 
separate AFT models for exposure and post exposure stages. We selected the best fitting 
distributions for general and separate AFT models for all six sets. It's not surprising that each 
set has different best fitting distribution. For separate AFT model, not only different 
distributions were selected for different experiment, but also for exposure and post exposure 
stages in the same experiment. Although AFT model can be used to fit the observed data, the 
problem would be how to do prediction. Which distribution and estimated parameters should 
be used? 
We proposed several model assessment methods in part II. Table 2.3 provided sum of 
squared errors, correlation between observed and predicted survival rates, and AIC values 
when applying quadratic TK models with or without threshold, general AFT model, and 
separate AFT model to three copper data and three PCP data sets. 
Table 2.3. Assessment criteria for TK models and AFT models 
CuS04 exposure NaPCP exposure 
Exp. MSE Corr AIC MSE Corr AIC 
Quadratic TK 1 1.6702 0.9939 643.2226 6.7909 0.9811 713.6006 
model without 
threshold 
2 1.9336 0.9929 837.7364 3.4111 0.9915 627.3040 
3 6.0922 0.9733 743.3414 3.3300 0.9803 510.4514 
Quadratic TK 1 1.6173 0.9938 645.1616 6.7569 0.9813 715.5500 
model with 
threshold 
2 1.8564 0.9932 839.6382 3.3446 0.9921 629.0684 
3 2.1299 0.9909 742.3380 3.3257 0.9803 512.4498 
General AFT 1 2.3271 0.9907 643.3088 10.1743 0.9725 748.8710 
model 2 1.2341 0.9959 836.3952 6.5262 0.9851 653.1526 
3 9.8327 0.9659 767.9236 6.4213 0.9660 536.0332 
Separate AFT 1 1.1194 0.9947 634.0874 2.6047 0.9915 688.7536 
model 2 1.2595 0.9956 838.4590 2.3116 0.9938 609.2968 
3 3.4706 0.9852 744.2964 1.8444 0.9877 484.3376 
The quadratic TK model has significant improvement over linear TK model, but adding 
the threshold does not have major effect on model fitting. The separate AFT model performs 
much better than general AFT model. Quadratic TK model without threshold has same 
number of parameter as general AFT model and better fitting. Separate AFT model has 
smaller MSE and AIC values than quadratic TK model for most sets, especially for three PCP 
data. But we need to notice that separate AFT model is actually combination of two models, 
it has more complicated structure and more parameters. 
Cross-validation is a more common model assessment method. When we use the 
selected distribution and parameter estimation for one data set to predict survival number of 
the other two sets, and compute the mean squared error of those two sets, we can see that 
separate AFT model is not better than quadratic TK model (Table 2.4). 
Table 2.4. Cross-validation for quadratic TK model and separate AFT model 
Model Parameter 
estimation 
MSE 
Setl Set 2 Set 3 
Quadratic From set 1 51.2614 101.7167 
TK From set 2 49.0753 26.1973 
o t/3 3 
u 
From set 3 114.1192 19.4046 
Separate From set 1 53.1387 108.2050 
AFT From set 2 
From set 3 
42.1029 
112.5959 19.9780 
31.0802 
Quadratic From set 1 10.3343 28.6958 
TK From set 2 14.7164 43.9619 
N
aP
CP
 
From set 3 39.3214 43.9039 
N
aP
CP
 
Separate From set 1 12.5373 26.6053 
AFT From set 2 
From set 3 
14.3727 
33.9118 44.7027 
48.5174 
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Figure 2.4. Observed and predicted mortality of amphipods by quadratic TK model: 
each connected line stands for each dose, the dotted lines are observed mortalities, the 
smooth lines are predicted mortalities, the vertical line lies at 48 hours, the time exposure 
ceased 
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The criteria like MSE and AIC are useful in comparing fittings of different model. 
Graph is explicit to check the overall fit of one model. Figure 2.4 displayed the observed and 
predicted mortality using quadratic TK model for all six experiments. The predicted mortality 
curves fitted the observed curves very well for most experiments. 
Since we are able to derive the density function of TK model, we would like to compare 
the density of TK model with the density of some common distributions of AFT model, such 
as Exponential, Weibull, and Lognormal distribution. Based on the definition, the density 
function for the quadratic TK model is 
Notice that the form of the density function is very complicated, so it would be hard to 
compare this function with other common distributions directly. One way is to plot the 
densities of those distributions with the same first and second moment and compare the shape 
of different densities. Here, we choose the following parameters for the TK model: 
= 0.00103, k2 = 0.00593, ke = 0.05366, and C0 = 0.5. The mean and variance of the TK 
model for the given parameters are calculated by numerical integration, where mean is 
41.3216 and variance is 885.4419. The densities of Exponential, Weibull, and Lognormal 
distribution with the same mean and variance as the TK model are plotted in one graph 
(Figure 2.5). Comparing the shape of different densities, the TK model is not the same as any 
distributions. It has bigger probability at early time than the Lognormal distribution, and 
smaller probability than the Weibull distribution. Apparently the exponential distribution has 
i -  C  + k  C 2  f ( t )  = Kt)S{t)= • °  2  ° 
k.  
[l - exp(-£e0]exp k yC0  + k2  C, 
K 
, -1-exP (-*.0 , (32) 
k„ 
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the most different density curve from the TK model. Overall, the TK model has unique 
density function. 
Density for Different Distributions 
— TK 
- ' Lognormal 
• Exponential 
WfeibUI 
Figure 2.5. Probability Densities for TK model and common distributions in AFT 
model. The Exponential distribution has the same mean as the TK model, the Weibull and 
Lognormal distributions have the same mean and variance as the TK model. 
5.3.Combining estimations from multiple sets 
Another advantage of TK model is that we can combine estimations from several sets 
and get population level parameter estimation. As for the AFT model, since model structures 
for each set are different, they can not be combined. 
Model combination can be done by the concept of hierarchical nonlinear model 
(Davidian and Giltinan, 1995). For each experiment, the survival rate is modeled by a 
nonlinear model with individual parameters /?,., 
= fi (A )+ei> ei I Pi ~ (0, R, ) -
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Assume further that /? is random sample from a distribution with mean Ai(3i and 
inter-individual covariance matrix D, 
Pt = AP + bi, 4 ~ (0, Z)), 
where is the design matrix, in many cases it is the identity matrix. The population level 
parameter /? can be estimated using global two-stage method. 
Table 2.5 gave mean squared error and correlation using population estimation to 
predict each set. Since the parameter estimation varies a lot for three copper experiments 
because of seasonal effect, it is not a good idea to combine estimation for three copper data. 
Estimations for three PCP data are very close. Using population parameter for prediction 
gives much smaller MSE than using parameter estimated from one set to predict the others. 
Table 2.5. MSE and correlation using population parameter estimation on all sets 
CuSOj NaPCP 
MSE Correlation MSE Correlation 
Set 1 64.76356 0.95078 11.2511 0.9724 
Set 2 4.2157 0.9864 11.3428 0.9905 
Set 3 16.6160 0.9471 15.9037 0.9771 
6. Summary and conclusions 
Both exposure duration and latent effect are important factors of toxic effect. The 
traditional LC5Q method has the limitation of fixing the exposure duration, hence it cannot 
accurately predict the level of mortality in the field. The toxicokinetics-based model and 
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accelerated failure model incorporated those factors and more information using dose-time-
response data, which provides better prediction. 
To fit the example toxicity data with changing dose, the quadratic TK models 
outperformed the general AFT models. The separate AFT models had slightly better fit, but 
this model has more complicated structure because it assumes two different distributions at 
exposure and post exposure stages and has three more parameters than quadratic TK model. 
The cross-validation indicated that separate AFT model is not better than TK model in 
prediction. 
With the similar fitting, the TK model has some advantages over accelerated failure 
time model. First, it relates the hazard rate to the accumulation of toxicant in the body, and 
models the bioaccumulation based on the research in toxicology. This model can be 
explained to toxicologists by ease. For example, there are only three parameters in the 
quadratic TK model, and each of them has specific technical meanings: and k2 are related 
to the first and second order uptake rates, ke represents the elimination rate. From the 
parameter estimates, one can tell how the chemicals work and explain the different effects of 
different toxicants. The AFT model is only a statistical model without taking into account of 
toxicant mode of action. 
Secondly, there are a variety of probability distributions for the AFT model. Model 
selection is necessary each time to choose the best distributions, which is tedious. While for 
TK model, same survival function with same parameters can be used to each data. One is 
able to combine estimations from multiple tests for TK models, but not for AFT models. 
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Most importantly, TK model can be easily extended to fit data with changing dose, 
either the changing is continuous along time or step function of time. One only needs to 
change the form of external concentration C(t) or uptake function /[C(0] to get a new 
expression for survivor function S(t). The chemical concentration in the environment is 
always changing continuously. There is no way to modify AFT model in order to describe or 
predict survival curves in such situation. 
The TK model also allows one to calculate the ZC50 for any given exposure time by 
solving the function S(t) = 0.5. For example, to calculate LCS0 for 48 hours, we solve the 
function 5(48) = explk'C° +klC° 48- l-exp(-48£J • = 0.5 > and the solution is 
LCS0 — 
•&, ±^Jkx -Ak2k 
2E 
(33) 
where k = ke log(0.5) 
l-exp(-48&e) . The standard error of LCS0 can be calculated by Delta 48-
k 
method. Similar calculation can be done if one is interested in including the latent mortality 
for certain exposure time. 
However, one major disadvantage of TK model for the survival data with changing 
dose is that there is no standard procedure or built-in function in SAS or S-plus can be used 
to get the maximum likelihood estimation. It will be a challenge for toxicologists to write 
their own code. Sometimes the likelihood function does not have closed form, or has very 
complicated form; long computation time is needed to do the numerical calculation, 
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convergence might not be attained in some cases. The AFT model can be easily fitted using 
the LIFEREG procedure in SAS, which is manageable for most researchers. 
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Appendix: Derivation of survival function for TK model 
1. Linear uptake TK model 
For toxicity data with latent mortality, the external concentration changes from C0 at 
the exposure stage (0~T hours) to 0 at post exposure stage 
The initial internal concentration, Q(0), was considered to be zero. By the standard 
techniques (Laplace transforms), the integration of the above equation yields the internal 
concentration 
758-763. 
for t < T 
f o r  t > T  
The kinetics of concentration in the body can be written as 
for t < T 
fort >T 
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m= 
[l - exp(-^eO J for t < 7 
K 
Q(T) exp[- k e  (t  -  7)], for t > T  
where Q(T) = [l - exp(-48^ )]. 
k„ 
The hazard rate is then 
K 0 = aQ(t) 
[l - exp(-*e0]j, for t < 7 
a {Q(T )  e x p [ -  k e  ( t  -  7 ) ] } ,  f o r  t > T  
^-[\-exp(-ket)\ 
ke 
[l - exp(-£e7)]exp[- ke (t - 7)], 
for t  < T 
By definition, the survival rate is 
expj^- | 
expj^- h(s)ds -  £ /z(»£&j, for t  > T 
\KC0  T 1 -  exp(-k e t )  
S(') 
exp t - -
for t < T  
for f > 7 
for / < T 
S(T) expj h(T)y[1 - exp(-t, ( t  - 7))]l for t  > T 
2. Quadratic uptake TK model without threshold 
The quadratic uptake TK model assumes quadratic dose effect: 
f  - K,m +  KM>f-KQC) = \K 'C '+ V ( , ) 2~kf«\ *" sl  dt -keQ(t), for ? > 7 
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The second assumption that hazard rate is proportional to internal concentration 
remains the same. Similar as the linear TK model, the hazard rate can be derived as 
h{t) = aQ(t) 
*'Co+*2C°2 [l-exp(-*e0l fort < T  
K 
k\Co +k2C0 _ exp(-^T)]exp[- ke(t - T)\ for t > T 
The survival rate is then 
5(0== 
exp- k\  C0 + k2C0  1 -  exp(-k e t )  for t < T  
S(T)exp|/z(T)-l[l- expHc{t  -  7))]|, for/>7 
3. Quadratic uptake TK model with threshold 
When the initial external concentration is less than the threshold concentration C„, 
there is no toxic effect and the internal concentration is Q{t) = 0. In the case of initial 
external concentration larger than the threshold concentration, the kinetics of internal 
concentration is 
^ = Uc(/)-c.]+t„2 [C(0- c j -  k , Q ( t )  
at 
k,(C„-C.)+t„2(Co- C j  - for< < T ' 1 ~ k e Q ( 0 ,  f o r ?  > r  
Solving the above equation, the internal concentration is expressed as 
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2(') = 
0, forQ <C. 
[l - exp(-fce0l for C0 > C., and / < T. 
Q(T ) exp[- k e  (t  -  7)], for C0 > C., and / > T 
The hazard rate is proportional to the internal concentration, then 
h(t)  = aQ(t)  
0, forC„<C. 
[l-exp(-fcef)l forC0 > C„,mdt<T 
k x (C0 -C x )+k 2 (C 0  -C„) 2  [l - exp(-Â:er)]exp[- k e  ( t  - r)J for C 0  >CK ,  and t>T 
The survival rate is 
S(') = 
expj^- | 
expj^- £ h(s)ds  -  |  h{s)dsJ,  
for t < T 
for t > T 
= l 
exp- t -
1 - exp(-*,/) 
1, fbrC^C. 
>, for C0 > C„ and t < T 
S (T) expj/z(r)p[l- exp(-À:e( t  - 7))]|, for C0 >C„and/ > 7  
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CHAPTER III. DIAGNOSTICS METHODS FOR A TOXICOKINETIC-BASED 
SURVIVAL MODEL 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Agricultural, Biological, and Environmental 
Statistics 
Xia Xu, Philip Dixon 
Abstract 
A toxicokinetic-based survival model to evaluate acute toxicity of chemicals which can 
be easily extended for toxicity data with changing stress makes two major assumptions: 1) 
the uptake and elimination of toxicant follow a specified toxicokinetic model; 2) the hazard 
rate is proportional to the internal concentration of toxicant. We develop diagnostic methods 
to assess these assumptions. The log-cumulative hazard plot is used to assess the proportional 
hazard assumption visually and an approximate test based on simple regression further 
confirms the graphical results. If the proportional hazard assumption is valid, a plot of 
average of log cumulative hazard for each level of covariate vs covariate can be used to 
demonstrate the functional form of covariate. We illustrate the use and interpretation of the 
diagnostics using data on Hyalella azteca survival during and after exposure to copper sulfate 
and sodium pentachlorophenol. 
Keywords: toxicokinetics diagnostics Cox proportional hazard 
1. Introduction 
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Toxicokinetics, i.e., mechanism of uptake and elimination of toxicants in the body, 
have been broadly studied in ecotoxicology (Newman, 1995). Many models, for example, 
compartment models, have been developed to describe the bioaccumulation. We developed 
the toxicokinetic-based (TK) survival model that relates the survivorship to toxicant 
bioaccumulation. It is more understandable from the toxicologist point of view and is easy to 
deal with changing stress problem. 
There are two major assumptions for the toxicokinetic-based model, one is the 
assumption for the toxicological kinetics, such as a one compartment model for the internal 
concentration. Let C(t) be the external toxicant concentration, and Q(t) be the internal 
concentration at time t. The kinetics of one compartment model can be expressed by the 
following differential equations 
^r = /[c(o]-*.SM, 0) 
at 
where f \C{t) \  is a function of external concentration that specifies the dose effect on uptake, 
and ke is the elimination rate from the body. Solving this equation gives an expression for 
internal concentration. 
The other assumption of the toxicokinetic-based model is that the hazard rate is 
proportional to the internal concentration with constant rate: h(t) = aQ{t). Then, the survival 
rate can be expressed as: 
S{t)  = expj^- |/z(s)cfcj. (2) 
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Different sub-models can be derived by using different forms of /[C(/)] and C(t) . For 
example, the simplest case is when the external concentration is constant C0 and assuming a 
simple linear uptake function, i.e., f\C{t)\ = kuC0, the kinetics of concentration in the body 
can be written as 
37=t„c„-*«e(<). (3) 
at 
The hazard function can be derived by solving the differential equation 
h(t)  = aQ(t)  
= ^"C° [l-exp(-£/)] , (4) 
= ^L[l-exp(-ifc.O] 
where k x  = ak u .  
By definition, integrating the hazard function gives the survival function 
1 - exp(~k e t )  S(0 = exp]-^^ t - - (5) 
Once the survival function is derived, the likelihood function can be written down and 
parameters can be estimated using maximum likelihood. 
The use of diagnostic procedures for model checking is an essential part of the 
modeling process. After the model has been fitted to an observed set, how to assess the 
adequacy of model fitting? How to check the functional form of covariates? If there are 
assumptions for the model, checking the assumption might be required. This issue has been 
addressed for other survival models, such as Cox proportional hazard model and accelerated 
failure time model, but none for toxicokinetic-based model. We propose several diagnostic 
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strategies for toxicokinetic-based model, which will be described in part 2. The use and 
interpretation of the diagnostics is illustrated using the example amphipod (Hyalella azteca) 
survival data under the exposure of copper sulfate and sodium pentachlorophenol. The results 
are presented in part 3. A short summary is provided in part 4. 
2. Diagnostic methods of toxicokinetic-based model 
Model diagnostic is an important part of modeling process. After the model is 
developed and fitted to observed set, checking the assumptions for the model or structure of 
model is often desired. Apparently, adequacy of model fitting can be assessed by some 
criteria, such as mean squared error or AIC values. One question to be answered is how to 
find the problems of the model if MSE or AIC indicates inadequacy of model fitting. If such 
techniques are available, we may be able to modify the model and make it better for the 
observed data. 
Remember that two assumptions are made for toxicokinetic-based model. One is the 
toxicant uptake and elimination follow compartment models; the other is that the hazard rate 
is proportional to internal concentration of toxicant: h{t) = aQ{t). Since the internal 
concentration is unknown, we need to write the internal concentration as a function of 
external concentration and then check the relationship of hazard rate with external 
concentration. 
There are a few scenarios regarding to the external concentration and compartment 
models. The simplest case is the example we described in part 1, where the external 
concentration is constant, C0, and one compartment model is assumed. The internal 
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concentration is derived as Q(t)  = ^"<^° [l - exp(-Are?)], which is a scale function of external 
ke 
concentration C0. 
If the external concentration changes as a step function with the initial concentration to 
be C0, for example, the external concentration changes from C0 in the exposure stage (0~T 
hours) to 0 in post exposure stage 
the internal concentration is then 
2C) = 
^7^[l-exp(-A:e0], fort  <T 
k 
e 
-^2- [l - exp(-À:er)]exp[- ke (t - 7)], for t > T 
(6) 
For the non-persistent chemicals, the concentration of the chemical in the environment 
decreases with time gradually. Usually the first-order kinetics is assumed for the degradation 
of chemical, i.e., C(t) = C0e~k"', where C0 is the initial external concentration and k0 is the 
degradation rate of chemical in the environment. The internal concentration is then 
Q(0 = ,k"C°} [exp(-V) " exp(-Â:/)]. (7) 
K ~k 0  
If one compartment model is assumed, the internal concentration can always be 
expressed as a scale function of initial external function (equation (6), (7)). What is the case 
for multiple compartment models? Let's check two common two-compartment models 
described by Matis et al (1990). 
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• w 
Figure 3.1. Schematic of a two-sequential-compartment model 
The model in figure 3.1 assumes that all uptake occurs through compartment 1 and all 
elimination occurs through compartment 2. The kinetics for this model is 
dQ
' =*„c0-t12e,(o 
(8) dt 
dt 
= k nQ,{t)-k eQ 2 ( t )  
and the expression for internal concentrations is 
a C) = ^ rH-«-*") 
12 
Q2(0 — kuC0 1 - exp(-&/) exp(~k l 2 t )  -  exp(~k e t )  
k - k  12 
(9) 
The model in figure 3.2 assumes that all uptake and elimination occur through 
compartment 1 and that compartment 2 is a "storage" compartment. The kinetics of this 
model is 
4% 
dt 
dt 
- kuC0 - keQx (0 - knQx (0 + kx2Q2 (t) 
= k uQ x{t)-k nQ 2 ( t )  
(10) 
and the internal concentration is 
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aw-THn 2 A 
62(0 - 3 "_°3 ^12 
2 "4 
(^12-/li){l-exp(-/liO} (^12 " ^2)fl ~exp(-A2/)} 
4 
1 - exp(-/l10 1 - exp(-^ t) 
K A, 
A, 
(H)  
where A,,/l2 = 
(2At12 + k e )± yj4k?2+ke 
Co 
Figure 3.2. Schematic of a two-compartment model with storage 
By checking equations (9) and (11), the internal concentrations for both compartments 
are all scale function of the initial external concentration just as for one-compartment models, 
i.e., Q(t) = kuC0f(k,t), where f(k,t) is a function of time and parameters, such as 
elimination rate, degradation rate, etc. The assumption that hazard rate is proportional to the 
internal concentration gives the expression of hazard rate h(t) = aQ(t) = kxC0f(k,t), where 
= aku. So checking whether the hazard rate is proportional to internal concentration is 
equivalent to checking whether the hazard rate is proportional to initial external 
concentration. This is similar to testing proportional hazard assumption in Cox proportional 
hazard model. 
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Cox proportional hazard model is a well applied semi-parametric survival model. Many 
diagnostic methods have been developed for Cox model. The general form of Cox model is 
as follows: 
h(t)  = h 0 ( t )g(x) ,  
where h(t)  is the hazard function for any individual; hQ  ( t )  is the baseline hazard function, no 
particular form of probability distribution is assumed for it; x is the explanatory variables 
believed to affect hazard, such as concentration, age, weight, etc. Usually, g(x) is written in 
exponential form to guarantee positivity of hazard. Diagnostic methods for Cox model have 
been described in details by various authors (Collett, 2003; Themeau and Grambsch, 2000; 
Fleming and Harrington, 1991). 
Notice that the hazard function derived for toxicokinetic-based model can be written in 
the form of Cox model with g(x) = klC0 and the baseline hazard as hQ(t) - The 
toxicokinetic-based model can be considered as a special case of Cox model with given 
baseline hazard function. Methods of testing proportional hazard assumption for Cox model 
can be used to checking the assumption of hazard rate is proportional to internal 
concentration for toxicokinetic-based model. 
A simple graphical method for assessing the assumption of proportional hazard is the 
log-cumulative hazard plot. This plot is based on the property of Cox model: 
h(t)  = h 0  ( t )g(x)  => log[ff(f)] = log[g(x)] + log[ff0 (0] -
When x is not a time varying covariate, the estimated log-cumulative hazard function 
log[i/(f)] is plotted against time and the points for individuals with different values of 
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explanatory variables are connected. If the proportional hazard assumption is valid, the lines 
are parallel. H(t) could be calculated by H(t) = -log[5(/)], where S(/)is the Kaplan-Meier 
estimate of cumulative survival rate (Collett, 2003). 
A formal test of proportional hazard assumption is adding a time-dependent variable 
and testing whether the coefficient for that variable is significant. For example, the covariate 
in toxicokinetic-based model is external concentration C0. Define a time-dependent variable 
C 0 t ,  the hazard rate becomes h(t)  = (&,C0 + k 2C 0 t ) f (k , t )  ; this model is equivalent to the 
model assuming h(t)  = (/?,  + p 2 t )Q(t)  for k x  = /?,k u  and k 2  = f i 2k u . A likelihood ratio test 
can be used to test the significance of the time-dependent variable. The addition of time-
dependent variable will complicate the integration of the hazard function and the expression 
of likelihood function. In many cases, the resulting likelihood function might not be 
maximized globally so the likelihood ratio test can not be done. 
We propose an approximate test for the assumption of hazard rate proportional to 
internal concentration here. The null model is h(t) = aQ(t) ; let the alternative model is: 
h(t)  = (/?,  + P 2 t )Q(t) . Notice that h(t)  = (/?,  + /3 2 t )Q(t)  => = — + —t . We have the 
aQ{t) a a 
& (t \ _ C ( f  \ 
non-parametric Kaplan-Meier estimates of h(t)  = — —, and toxicokinetic-based 
S(t  i )  
model (null model) estimates of aQ( ), the proposed test is to do a linear regression of 
on t and test the significance of /?, = 0. This method can further confirm the 
aQ(t)  
information illustrated by log-cumulative hazard plot. 
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Next, we can check the functional form of covariates. If the proportional hazard 
assumption is valid by checking with the above method, i.e., parallel lines are formed on the 
log-cumulative hazard plot, we can assess the form of g(x) by checking the average distance 
among those lines and connecting it with values of covariates x. For toxicokinetic-based 
model  with l inear  uptake funct ion,  the hazard rate  is  h(t)  = aQ(t)  = k xC 0 f (k , t )  = g(C 0 )hQ ( t ) ,  
so the log-cumulative hazard of toxicokinetic-based model is 
iog[tf(0] = log[g(co)]+iog[//0(0] • 
The estimation for g(C 0  ) can be estimated by fitting the following additive main effects 
model: 
Yy = \0g[H(t)]  = // + «,+ Pj + £y for dose i  and time j , 
where H(t)  = -log[S(Y)] is the Kaplan-Meier estimate of cumulative hazard rate. Since 
// + £*,. corresponds to log[g(C0)], exp(/} + â,) is an estimate of g(C 0  ). Plotting 
exp(//+ â,) vs. C 0  may help us to assess the form of g(C 0 ) ,  i.e., if g(C 0 )  is proportional to 
C 0 , a linear dose effect model is sufficient. If not, a more complicated dose effect model is 
necessary. The advantage of this method is easy to perform: only Kaplan-Meier estimate of 
cumulative hazard rate is needed, so one doesn't need to fit the toxicokinetic-based model 
and estimate the parameter to diagnose the functional form of covariate. 
3. Model fitting and diagnostic for amphipod data 
3.1.Data description 
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The amphipod experiment done by Zhao and Newman (2004) is an example of a 
toxicity study with changing doses. Amphipods were exposed at four different doses of 
copper sulfate or sodium pentachlorophenol (NaPCP) control solution for 48 hours. Mortality 
was checked about every 4 hours. After 48 hours, the remained amphipods were transferred 
into environments without toxicants. Post exposure mortality was also checked until no more 
mortality was evident. Three repeated experiments were done for each chemical. The data 
collection method introduced two types of censoring: interval censoring (deaths occurred 
between two inspection time) and right censoring (amphipods alive at the end of experiment). 
During the exposure stage, the solutions were renewed every 12 hours. Since the 
concentration change during the 12-hour periods was moderate, the average of the actual 
concentration was used as constant exposure. 
Figure 3.3 shows the observed mortality vs time for the three experiments. For CuSC>4 
exposure, the latent mortality is very prominent. Very few deaths occurred after 48 hours for 
NaPCP exposure. Different patterns of latent mortality for CuSC>4 and NaPCP was expected 
because of different modes of action for those two chemicals. Gills are the primary target 
organ of Cu. Once damaged, the recovery of gills needs a relative long period (Cerqueira and 
Femandes, 2002). The toxicological mode of action of PCP is increasing cellular oxidative 
metabolism resulting from the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation. The effect is quickly 
reversible and animals will have a good chance of recovery when the toxicant is removed 
from the environment (Zhao, 2005). On the other hand, Cu is very persistent as a metal 
element, but both PCP and its metabolite had a rapid elimination rate. 
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Observed Mortality for Copper Exposure Observed Mortality for PCP Exposure 
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Time 
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0.499 ppm 
0.792 ppm 
Time 
Figure 3.3. Observed mortality of amphipods under three Q1SO4 and NaPCP exposure: 
each connected line stands for each dose, the vertical line lies at 48 hours, the time exposure 
ceased. 
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3.2.Fitting of linear one compartment TK model 
For the amphipod data, the external concentration changes as a step function, i.e., the 
external concentration changes from C0 in the exposure stage (0~T hours) to 0 in post 
exposure stage 
C(f) = fC0, for t < T  
I 0 ,  for t  >T 
If we assume that the kinetics of uptake and elimination follows a one compartment 
model with linear uptake function, 
z:i'r (12) 
and the hazard rate is proportional to the internal concentration, h(t) = aQ(t), then the 
survival function can be derived as 
exp- k x C a  1 - exp(~k e t )  for t  < T  
(13) 
S(T)  exp|/z(r)^-[l- exp(-/ce (/ - 7))]|, for t  > T  
We fitted this model to six amphipod data sets (three experiments on each of two 
chemicals) and plotted the observed and predicted mortality. The predicted mortality curve 
tends to overestimate cumulative mortality for lower doses and underestimate cumulative 
mortality at higher doses (Figure 3.4). 
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Observed and Predicted Mortality for Coppe, Observed and Predicted Mortality for PCP 
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— Pred 0.792 ppm 
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Figure 3.4. Observed and predicted mortality of amphipods by linear dose effect TK 
model for three CUSO4 and NaPCP exposure: each connected line stands for each dose, the 
dotted lines are observed mortalities, and the smooth lines are predicted mortalities, the 
vertical line lies at 48 hours, the time exposure ceased. 
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3.3.Checking assumption of proportional hazard 
The first method for testing proportional hazard is the log cumulative hazard plot. We 
calculated the estimated log cumulative hazard and plotted it with time. The lines for each 
dose are almost parallel as shown in Figure 3.5, especially for three Q1SO4 experiments. 
Although the vertical distance between the lines in the three NaPCP plots varies a bit, the 
lines for each dose do not cross. 
To further confirm the graphical result, we use the approximate test presented in part 2. 
From fitting of the simple one compartment TK model in part 3.2, we can get the estimates of 
OfQ( ) • The estimates of h(t) is calculated as a function of the Kaplan-Meier estimates of 
survival rate, hit) = We did the linear regression of on / and tested the 
S(t t )  ccQ{t)  
significance of the coefficient (Table 3.1). Among these six data sets, only the first copper 
data has significant coefficient. 
Table 3.1. Linear regression result for testing proportional hazard assumption 
Data coefficient f-value />-vaIue 
Copperl 0.04015 2.312 0.0230 
CopperZ 0.01543 1.057 0.2932 
Copper3 0.03915 1.377 0.1716 
PCP1 -0.01223 -0.618 0.5383 
PCP2 -0.01147 -0.540 0.5904 
PCP3 0.06371 1.498 0.1382 
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Figure 3.5. Log cumulative hazard plots for testing proportional hazard assumption: 
points connected and with the same symbol stands for the same dose. 
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Residual Plot of Regression for Copper Residual Plot of Regression for PCP 
4 5 6 24 2.6 2.8 3.0 32 
Predicted value Predicted value 
Predicted value Predicted value 
Figure 3.6. Residual plot of linear regression used to test proportional hazard 
assumption 
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Since this test is based on a linear regression, we need to check the major assumptions 
of linear regression to validate the test. The residual plots are listed in Figure 3.6. The 
assumptions of linear regression, such as constant variance and linearity, are not severely 
violated. The residuals might not have a normal distribution since they are not symmetric 
around zero. However, if the distribution of errors is not exactly normal but do not depart 
seriously, the sampling distributions of coefficients will be approximately normal and the 
usual test will provide approximately the specified level of significance. Even if the 
distribution is far from normal, with sufficient large samples, the inferences on coefficients 
for linear regression model are still valid (Neter, et al. 1996). Hence, the result of testing 
significance of coefficient is trustful. 
The log cumulative hazard plot and formal test both indicate that, in general, the ratio of 
hazard rate and internal concentration is not time-varying. The proportional hazard 
assumption is reasonable. 
3.4.Checking the functional form of dose 
We estimated exp(// + â;) for each dose by fitting the additive main effect model: 
Y(j = log[//(7)] = // + «,.+ f3} + . Figure 3.7 showed the plots of exp(/} + â,.)vs. dose. 
Three models were fit to those four dose points: exp(/} + ât) ~ kt * dose (linear dose function 
without intercept), exp(// + <£,.) ~ &0 +&, * dose (linear dose function with intercept), and 
exp{fi + £,.)-&,* dose + k2dose2 (quadratic dose function). 
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Assessing Dose Effect for Copper Assessing Dose Effect for PCP 
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Figure 3.7. Plots for checking dose effect. The four points are the estimated 
exp(/i + ât ) for four doses; three models were fit to those four points: linear dose model 
without intercept, linear dose model with intercept, and quadratic dose model. 
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Figure 3.7 indicates that linear relationship is not appropriate for most cases, even if 
adding the intercept. Especially for three PCP experiments, very apparent curves can be 
observed and the quadratic lines fit the points very well. The plots suggest that a quadratic 
dose effect is expected for amphipod data. 
Besides visualizing the above plot, we can also do a lack of fit test for the fitted models 
to compare the linear vs. quadratic dose effect. As we can see from Table 3.2, compared with 
the ful l  model  with both l inear  and quadrat ic  dose effect ,  exp(/ /  + â t )~ * dose + k 2dose 2 ,  
almost all linear effect models have apparent lack of fit. None quadratic effect model has lack 
of fit. Although there are only four data points to do the regression, the lack of fit test still can 
give us  some intui t ion about  the form of  g(C 0  ) .  
Table 3.2. Lack of fit test for linear and quadratic dose effect 
Data Model 
Lack of fit test 
F-value P-value 
Copperl exp (fi + â,)-
' K * dose 67.4596 0.0145 
expCû + â,.)~ k2 * dose2 4.5963 0.1653 
Copper! exp(// + â,.)~ 'K * dose 60.0647 0.01624 
exp(// + â,.)~ k2 * dose2 3.8644 0.1882 
Copper3 exp(// + â,.)~ ' K * dose 2.4332 0.2592 
exp ( f i  +  â , ) ~  k2 * dose2 4.9703 0.1556 
PCP1 exp(jû + â. ) ~ •K * dose 73.6412 0.01331 
exp(// + â,.)~ k2 * dose2 0.5536 0.5344 
PCP2 exp(/} + â,.)~ K * dose 108.9248 0.009056 
exp (/} + «,) ~ k2 * dose2 5.4983 0.1437 
PCP3 exp (// + £.)- K * dose 20.9788 0.04451 
exp(/) + â,.)~ k2 * dose2 0.01192 0.9230 
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3.5.Fitting of quadratic TK model 
Based on the above diagnostic results, it is reasonable to assume quadratic uptake in the 
compartment model. The kinetics of internal concentration becomes as the following 
dt  
= ^C(r) + ^C(0'-^g(f) = \k u lC 0  +k u 2C(t)
2
-k eQ(t) ,  for t<T 
I  - k e Q ( t ) ,  f o r  t > T  
(14) 
The second assumption that hazard rate is proportional to internal concentration holds. 
So the hazard rate can be derived as 
h{t)  = aQ(t)  
^C°+^C° [1 - exp(-*e0l for t < T (15) 
KC
° [l - exp(-A:er)]exp[- k e  {t  -  T)\  for t  > T 
The new quadratic TK model was fitted to the amphipod data and the predicted 
mortality curves were plotted as in Figure 3.8. Compared to Figure 3.4, the quadratic TK 
model has significant improvement over linear TK model. The likelihood ratio test 
comparing quadratic TK model and linear TK model also indicated that (Table 3.3). 
Table 3.3. Log-likelihood for linear and quadratic TK model, andp-value for likelihood 
ratio test comparing linear TK model and quadratic TK model 
Experiment l (k  i ,k e )  l{k x ,k 2 ,k e )  p-y  alue 
CuS04 (1) -328.9374 -318.6213 <0.001 
CuS04 (2) -417.9019 -415.8682 0.0437 
CuS04 (3) -370.8361 -368.6707 0.0374 
NaPCP (1) -356.1163 -353.8003 0.0314 
NaPCP (2) -321.9664 -310.652 <0.001 
NaPCP (3) -255.8646 -252.2257 0.00698 
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Observed and Predicted Mortality for Coppe, Observed and Predicted Mortality for PCP 
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Figure 3.8. Observed and predicted mortality of amphipods by quadratic TK model: 
each connected line stands for each dose, the dotted lines are observed mortalities, the 
smooth lines are predicted mortalities, the vertical line lies at 48 hours, the time exposure 
ceased 
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4. Summary and conclusions 
Model diagnostics is often based on checking the assumptions of model. For 
toxicokinetic-based model, two assumptions are made: one is the assumption on the 
toxicological kinetics of bioaccumulation, such as compartment models; the other is that the 
hazard rate is proportional to the internal concentration. 
By checking the expression of internal concentration for various one compartment and 
two compartment models, we found that the internal concentration is a scale function of 
external concentration. So the assumption of hazard rate proportional to the internal 
concentration is equivalent to the assumption of proportional hazard over external 
concentration. 
The simple graphical method for testing proportional hazard assumption is the log 
cumulative hazard plot. The Shoenfeld residuals are often used in other graphical diagnostics 
methods for Cox proportional hazard model. However, this method involves calculation of 
Schoenfeld residuals, which can be very tedious for toxicokinetic-based survival model. 
The approximate test we proposed is by adding a time-varying covariate and testing the 
significance of its coefficient. This test doesn't need to fit the model with time-varying 
covariate and do the likelihood ratio test. It simply uses the non-parametric estimates of 
hazard rate and estimates of internal concentration from original TK model to do a linear 
regression. That's the major difference between the approximate formal test and the formal 
test described for Cox proportional hazard model. The log cumulative hazard plot and the 
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approximate formal test both indicate that the proportional hazard assumption holds for the 
example amphipod data. 
Checking the assumption of compartment models is similar to testing the functional 
form of covariate: external concentration. A simple graphical method is proposed for that 
purpose. This method makes use of non-parametric estimates of cumulative hazard and the 
property of toxicokinetic-based model. Again, no model fitting is required to perform this 
diagnostic. Applying this method to the amphipod data, a quadratic dose effect is suggested 
instead of linear dose effect. The modified quadratic toxicokinetic-based model has 
significant improvement over the original linear toxicokinetic-based model. The result 
indicates that this diagnostic method is very useful in model improvement. 
The diagnostic methods proposed here are easy to perform and informative for model 
improvement. One disadvantage of these methods is that they are mostly intuitive and not 
formal. 
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CHAPTER IV. ON ESTIMATION OF TOXICOKINETIC-BASED SURVIVAL 
MODEL 
A paper to be submitted to Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
Xia Xu, Philip Dixon 
Abstract 
Toxicokinetics models are mostly nonlinear models. Least squares methods, such as 
ordinary least squares (OLS) and generalized least squares (GLS) are often used to estimate 
nonlinear models. The toxicokinetic-based survival model inherits the nonlinear form of 
toxicokintics model, but many assumptions for least squares methods might be violated 
because the response variable becomes survivorship. Maximum likelihood estimation is an 
alternative method for toxicokinetic-based survival model if the survival function and 
likelihood function can be derived. Previous research has used least squares estimation. Here 
we evaluate the bias and efficiency of least squares and maximum likelihood methods 
estimating an example toxicokinetic-based survival model. The simulation study indicated 
that maximum likelihood is the most unbiased and efficient method. 
Keywords: toxicokinetics survival model least squares maximum likelihood 
1. Introduction 
Toxicokinetic models describe the mechanisms of uptake and elimination of toxicant by 
certain organisms. Compartment models are probably the most common toxicokinetic 
models. The kinetics are expressed by certain differential equations, and the internal 
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concentration of toxicant can be derived as a nonlinear function of time, external 
concentration, and a set of unknown parameters. Most toxicokinetic models belong to the 
category of nonlinear models. 
To estimate parameters in a toxicokinetic model, organisms are exposed to certain 
concentration of toxicants. Different organisms are sampled at different times and the internal 
concentration is measured for each sample (Nuutinen et al. 2003). The parameter estimation 
are commonly done by nonlinear regression (Widianarko et al. 2001; Haussant et al. 2001; 
Sousa et al. 2000; Jager et al. 2000). 
Recently, some risk assessment models have been developed to connect toxic effects 
with bioaccumulation of toxicant. They usually assume a relationship between the 
survivorship or hazard and internal concentration, and then derive the survival function as an 
expression of toxicant concentration through toxicokinetics model. Instead of directly 
measuring the internal toxicant concentration, the survivorship at different exposure times is 
recorded. The model has very similar form as the toxicokinetic model except that the 
response variable becomes the cumulative survival rate. Most toxicologists use the same 
nonlinear regression method to estimate parameters (Santos et al. 2003; Bonnomet et al. 
2002; Widianarko et al. 2002; Widianarko and Straalen, 1996). 
Standard inferential methods for nonlinear models are based on the principle of least 
squares. Ordinary least squares (OLS) is the simplest estimation method. Most software use 
OLS estimation for nonlinear regression. The classical assumptions for nonlinear models 
with additive errors are: (1) the errors e, are uncorrected and have mean zero, (2) the errors 
have common variance and are identically distributed, and (3) the errors are normally 
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distributed. If the assumptions of independence, constant variance, and normality hold, the 
OLS estimator is the best unbiased estimator (Davidian and Giltinan, 1995). 
When the variance is heterogeneous, the OLS estimator may be inefficient. Weighted 
least squares (WLS) is preferable because it takes into account of such heterogeneity by 
incorporating a weight into the estimating function. When the knowledge of variance is not 
available or it is a function of unknown parameters, iteration steps are necessary to minimize 
the estimating function, and the method is called generalized least squares (GLS). Besides the 
cases with inconstant variance, the GLS method may also be used for models with correlated 
errors as long as the covariance structure is specified (Davidian and Giltinan, 1995; Carroll 
and Ruppert, 1988). Under mild conditions, the GLS estimate is unbiased and asymptotically 
normally distributed (Carroll and Ruppert, 1988). 
For a toxicokinetic-based survival model, the usual nonlinear regression using least 
squares is questionable, because many assumptions are violated. First, the cumulative 
survival rates at different times are highly correlated, which violates the independence 
assumption. Incorporating a covariance structure might solve this problem, but there may not 
be enough information on the form of covariance structure. Secondly, constant variance 
assumption might be a problem. Again, one needs to assume a variance function for this 
problem. 
An alternative method other than least squares is using maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimation. Since the survivor function can be expressed for toxicokinetic-based survival 
models, we are able to derive the likelihood function and maximize it. No additional 
assumptions needed for the ML method makes it suitable for many situations. 
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In this paper, we evaluate the bias and efficiency of least squares and maximum 
likelihood methods estimating an example toxicokinetic-based survival model. The example 
toxicokinetic-based survival model is presented in part 2. The OLS, GLS, and ML methods 
are described and the estimating equations of these methods for estimating the example 
model are compared in part 3. We estimate the parameters for an example data using these 
methods, and evaluated the asymptotic variance of parameter estimates numerically for OLS 
and GLS, the results are shown in part 4. The simulation study to compare the performance of 
these methods is introduced in part 5. We summarize the results in part 6. 
2. The toxicokinetic-based survival model 
The toxicokinetic-based survival model used here is derived from two assumptions: that 
the toxicological kinetics follow a one compartment model; and that the hazard rate is 
proportional to the internal concentration. 
Let C{t) be the external toxicant concentration, and Q(t) be the internal concentration 
at time t. If the external concentration changes from C0 at the exposure stage (0~T hours) to 
0 at post exposure stage, and assuming a quadratic uptake function, the kinetics of 
concentration in the body can be written as 
where kuX and ku2 are first order and second order uptake rate, ke is the elimination rate. 
Based on the second assumption that hazard rate is proportional to internal 
concentration, the hazard rate is 
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h(t) = aQ(t) 
KC
° 
+^2^0 [l - exp(-A:eOl for t < T 
k{C
° ^kjC° [l - exp(-Â:er)]exp[- ke (t - T)} for t > T 
(2) 
where k: = akuX and k2 = aku2, 
The survival rate is then 
5(0 = 
exp' kxC0 +k2Cl 1 - exp(-*,0 for t  < T 
S(T ) expj h(T)  y[ l -  exp(-t, ( t  -  7))]L for t  > T 
(3) 
3. Estimation methods for toxicokinetic-based model 
3.1. Ordinary least squares (OLS) 
The ordinary least squares estimator minimizes 
I>, "/(*,.9)}\ (4) 
i=\ 
where yt is the z'-th response, x,. is the vector of explanatory variable for the z'-th case , 0 is 
the vector of unknown parameters, and f (x,.,6) is the mean function. 
In the example toxicokinetic-based model, the survival function for each concentration 
at each inspection time, S(tt), is expressed as in equation (3). The observed cumulative 
n, 
survival rate at each time is usually available as , where nt is the number of alive 
organisms at time ti, and N is the total number of organisms included for each 
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concentration. The natural choice and also what most toxicologist used is to do nonlinear 
regression of cumulative survival rate i.e., to minimize the following loss function 
w»=£ 
1=1 
12 
(5) 
For convenience, we will call this the OLS1 method. Apparently, many critical 
assumptions are violated for this nonlinear regression. The most important one is the 
independence assumption. The cumulative survival rate at later time points is highly 
correlated with survival rate at earlier time points. This violation may cause serious bias on 
the variance of estimated parameter. 
To remove this kind of dependence, one method is to do nonlinear regression of 
AS(t;), the change of survival rate between two inspection time points, which we will call 
the OLS2 method. The loss function for this regression becomes 
LOLS2 (G) - X 
1=1 
= f ]h-£( 'z>8)F> (6) 
i=i 
nt ~nt 
where z, = ' is the observed change of survival rate, g(Z;,0) = 5,(^.,9)-5(r,+1,6) is 
the model predicted change of survival rate, and S(tM ,0) = 0 for the last observation time i . 
3.2.Generalized least squares 
Although the OLS2 method reduces the dependence problem, the assumptions of 
constant variance and normality might be violated just as for the OLS1 method. If 
information on the heterogeneity of variance is available, we can apply weighted least squares 
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method for estimation. However, the weight is usually either unknown or includes unknown 
parameters that need to be estimated. An iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm is 
used for parameter estimation, which is also known as generalized least squares. We will call 
it the GLS I method. The GLS1 minimizes the following loss function 
m 
LGLS\ (6) = X w- k - g( t i  ,G)]\ (7) 
<=i 
where w, is the chosen weight function. 
More generally, if the errors are not only heterogeneous, but also correlated; and we 
have the information about the covariance structure Far(z) = a2V, more efficient GLS 
estimate can be calculated by minimizing the loss function 
W9) = [z-g(e)rv'[z-g(9)]. (8) 
And we will call this the GLS2 method. 
The generalized least squares method is robust to non-normality. The asymptotic 
properties of GLS estimator was described by the following theorem: for any N1'2 -consistent 
starting estimate 0(o), the generalized least squares estimate is asymptotically normally 
0.2 
distributed with mean 6 and covariance matrix —-6^, where 
m 
1 m SG = — , 6 ) g ' ( Y ,  ,Q)TW; and where g'(f,,8) is the vector of first derivatives of 
m m 
g(t t,0) with respect to each parameter of 6 (Carroll and Ruppert, 1988). 
3.3.Asymptotic variance ofparameter estimate for OLS and GLS 
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Here we derive the asymptotic variance of parameters for OLS2, GLS1, and GLS2. The 
OLS 1 is omitted because it uses different response variable from the other methods and the 
nt -nt 
violation of independence is obvious. For the other three methods, z, = 1 , the 
proportion of individuals dying during a time period, is the response variable for nonlinear 
r e g r e s s i o n ,  a n d  t h e  m e a n  f u n c t i o n  i s  g ( t : , 0 )  =  S ( t n Q )  - .  
The asymptotic results for nonlinear regression are derived by linear approximation 
(Seber and Wild, 1989). In a small neighborhood of 0*, the true value of parameter 0, we 
have the Taylor expansion for the mean function 
g((,.9)«g(/„e*)+É^I,. («, -O. (») 
or 
g(O)«g(0*)+G .(e-e*), (10) 
ôg(0*) 
where G. = is the matrix of first derivtives of mean function regarding to the 
50* 
parameter. 
For OLS2, the function to be minimized is 
Z(0) = [z-g(0)f[z-g(0)] 
=||z-g(0) ||2 
*||z-g(O*)-G.(0-O*)||2' 
Hly-G.p| |2  
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where y = z-g(0*) and 0 = 6-6*. From the properties of the linear model, it is minimized 
when p = (G. G.) G. y When n is large, under certain regularity conditions, 
0 - 0 * ~ P and hence 
Ôom «e*+(G.rG.)-1G/[z-g(e*)]. (12) 
The asymptotic varaince of the parameter estimate is then 
^<eom)*M(G-rG-r'G-rzJ 
= (G.rG.)"'G.rVG.(G.rG.)"' ' 
where V = Var(z) is the covariance matrix of the observed response variable. 
Similarly, apply the approximation to the loss function for GLS1, 
LGLSX (6) = [z - g(0)f w ' [z - g(9)] , where w is the diagonal weight matrix with diagonal 
term equal to the corresponding weight function w, = —-—. It is minimized by 
Z(f„8) 
êcm »0*+(G/w-,G.r1G.rw-,[z-g(0*)], (14) 
For large n, the variance for GLS1 estimate is given by 
M®,) œ (G. w G.) 'G/ w 'Vw G.(G/ w G ) '. (15) 
For GLS2, the loss function LGLS2 (0) = [z - g(0)]r V™1 [z - g(0)] is minimized by 
Ôcm »0*+(G/V-1G.r1G/V-,[z-g(0*)], (16) 
and the asymptotic variance is 
%:r(0M,:) = (G/V-'G.)-'. (17) 
3.4.Maximum likelihood estimation 
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The survivor function for the toxicokinetic-based survival model has an explicit form, 
so we are able to derive the likelihood function and do maximum likelihood estimation. For 
each organism, the corresponding log-likelihood can be calculated by 
I j (0; datat ) = log[5 (f, ; 0) - S (tJ+x ; 0)], (18) 
where S (?+ 1 ,  0)  = 0 for the r ight-censored organisms that  are al ive at  last  observation 
time. 
The complete log-likelihood function can be written as 
/ (0; data) = /y (0; data. ) = £ («,- n,M ) log[S (t. ,Q)-S (tM, 0)]. (19) 
j i=1 
Note that this log-likelihood function can be derived from a multinomial distribution. 
Under the toxicokinetic-based survival model, the probability of an exposed organism to die 
between f, and tM is given by pt = S(ti ; 0) - S(tM ; 0). The number of organisms which died 
in that period is given by xt = », - nt ^ . The probability to obtain the counts nt of surviving 
organisms can be written as 
Pro6(x,. |0) = Anf[^. (20) 
i-r 
The logarithm of equation (20) is the log-likelihood function of the multinomial 
distribution 
/(0) = log(7V!) + Y,xi loS(Pi) - X]°g(X 0- (21) 
i=i i=i 
Maximizing equation (19) and (20) gives the same parameter estimate, because the 
constant terms log(7V!) and log(%, !) in equation (20) do not affect the maximization result. 
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Maximizing the above log-likelihood function is equivalent to minimizing the 
following loss function 
m m 
Lml (0) = - ntM ) log[S(tt ,0)-S(ti+l, 0)] = ztN log[g(f,., 0)], (22) 
/=1 /=1 
where z, = ' ^ M , g{tt ,0) = 5"(tt, 0) - S(tM, 0). 
Under the regularity conditions, the ML estimator is consistent and asymptotically 
normally distributed. The asymptotic variance can be estimated from the inverse of Fisher 
information matrix. 
3.5.Comparison of generalized least squares and maximum likelihood 
Maximum likelihood estimation is based on the derived survivor function, and it does 
not require additional assumptions on distribution and variance of errors. Both GLS and ML 
estimators are consistent. One way to compare these two estimation methods is by comparing 
the estimating equations. The estimating equations are 
m  
Z wi  k - gtfi > e)k' 0/ ,G) = 0 (23) 
1=1 
for GLS1, and 
for ML, where g'(tnB) is the vector of first derivatives of g(tt, 0) with respect to each 
parameter of 0. 
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Since the counts of organisms that died within each time interval xt = nt - nt follow a 
multinomial distribution with the probability of death between f. and tM given by 
n i  ~ n t  X -/?,. = S(ti ; 6) - S(tM ; 6) = g(tt, 6), the variance of z, = 1 can be can be 
calculated from the properties of multinomial distribution., 
Var(z) = Mz£!Ï = iMÈzlMÈ. (25) 
' # AT 
The natural choice for the weight function of GLS would be wi = ^ g((„e)[i-g((„e)]' 
Notice that the probability of dying between f, and tM is very small if two inspection 
times are close. In that case, g{ti, 9)[l - g(tt, 0)] « g(tt, 6). So we chose the weight be 
w. = —-— for GLS I for simplification. Since there are unknown parameters in the weight, 
iteration procedures are needed for estimation. In each iteration step, estimate the weight as 
w. = * ... . Usually the OLS estimator of 0 can be used as the starting value for 0. 
Then the estimated weight is replaced into the estimating equations 
X ™izig% '0) - S , 0)g'O,, 0) = 0 , (26) 
i=i i=i 
which is also 
Since 0iS >0, at later iteration steps, g(?,.,0) >g(ti,B) and the estimating 
equations are approximately 
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P-tS-P*'»-0-
Meanwhile, g(^,, 8) = ^[^(^,,8)-%+,,8)] = 1, so %]g'(^,8) = 0. Equation (28) 
/=I /=! i=l 
m g*(t. 0) 
becomes ^ zi — = 0, which is the same as estimating equations for ML. 
i=i »®) 
Though not exactly equivalent, the estimating equations of GLS 1 and ML share some 
similarity. We expect that the GLS1 and ML estimators to be close. 
4. Parameter estimation of example data using LS and ML 
The example data we used is from the amphipod experiment done by Zhao and 
Newman (2004). Amphipods, Hyalella azteca, are exposed at four different doses of copper 
sulfate solution for 48 hours. Mortality was checked about every 4 hours. After 48 hours, the 
remained amphipods were transferred into environments without toxicants. Post exposure 
mortality was also checked until no more mortality was evident. 
During the exposure stage, the solutions were renewed every 12 hours. Since the 
concentration change during the 12-hour periods was moderate, the external concentration is 
assumed to be constant. Every amphipod was put into a small well with given solution 
during the experiment, so amphipods exposed to the same solution had no influence on each 
other. 
The toxicokinetic-based survival model described in part 2 is applied to this data set. 
The survival function is as equation (3). Ordinary least square, generalized least square, and 
maximum likelihood are used for parameter estimation. The parameter estimates and their 
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estimated standard errors for OLSl, OLS2, and ML are listed in Table 4.1, along with the 
mean squared error. Results for GLS1 are not given because the algorithm did not converge. 
Table 4.1. Parameter estimation for copper exposure data using OLSl, OLS2, and ML. 
K K k3 
Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. 
OLSl 0.00144 0.00020 0.00415 0.00056 0.05319 0.00582 
OLS2 0.00163 0.00051 0.00661 0.00177 0.06951 0.01574 
ML 0.00103 0.00085 0.00593 0.00291 0.05366 0.00884 
As we mentioned, OLS 1 seriously violated the independent errors assumption. OLS2 
might reduce the dependence problem, the constant variance and normality assumption may 
still exist. Those two assumptions can be assessed graphically (Figure 4.1). The two normal 
Q-Q plots show that the normal assumption does not hold, especially for OLS2. There is 
apparent curvature formed in the residual plot for OLS 1. The residuals for cases with small 
and large predicted response values are all positive, and the residuals with medium predicted 
values tend to be negative. The OLS2 residuals are much better behaved than OLSl residuals. 
No obvious pattern exists. 
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Residual plot by OLS1 Normal Q-Q plot for residuals by OLS1 
Theoretical Quantités 
Residual plot by OLS2 Normal Q-Q plot for residuals by 0LS2 
Theoretical Quantités 
Figure 4.1. Residual plot and normal Q-Q plot to assess assumptions for OLSl and OLS2 
Although the GLS1 and GLS2 estimates of example data are not available, we can 
evaluate the asymptotic variance of these estimates numerically. In section 3.3, we derived 
the analytical asymptotic variances for OLS2, GLS1, and GLS2 estimates. To numerically 
assess the asymptotic variance of different estimates for the example toxicokinetic-based 
model, first set the parameters in the model. Based on the results from the example data, let 
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=0.00103, k2 =0.00593, and ke =0.05366, i.e., the true parameter 
9* = [0.00103,0.00593,0.05366]7. Then let the four concentrations be 0.1324, 0.2073, 
0.2866, and 0.4364. The inspection times are f, =4, 8, 12, ..., 112. There are 50 subjects 
within each dose group. 
Three terms need to be calculated: V, the covariance matrix of response variable z, the 
derivative matrix G., and the weight matrix w . Since the probability of death between ti 
and tM is given by pi = g(/, ,9), the variance and covariance of response zi can be can be 
calculated from the properties of multinomial distribution.: 
P.Q-P,) For(z,) = 
vv 
—  D D  •  
if i and j are within the same dose group Cov(zi,zj) = • N 
0, if i and j are from different dose group 
The analytical expression of each term in the derivative matrix G. is given in 
Appendix. The weight matrix is the diagonal matrix with the diagonal term equal to the 
corresponding weight w,. = —-—. 
gO/,6) 
After calculating V, the covariance matrix of z, and the derivative matrix G., and 
weight matrix w using the specified parameters, we are able to calculate the asymptotic 
variance of parameter estimate for different methods from equation (13), (15), and (17). The 
result is given in Table 4.2. As we expected, GLS2 has the smallest variances, and OLS2 has 
the largest variances. By using the specified diagonal weight matrix in GLS1, the asymptotic 
efficiency increases 20%~30% than OLS2. 
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Table 4.2. Analytical variance of parameter estimates for different estimation methods 
OLS2 GLSl GLS2 OLS2/GLS1 OLS2/GLS2 
Var(kj) 5.350e-8 4.488e-8 4.131e-8 1.1921 1.2950 
Var(k2) 3.223e-7 2.540e-7 2.248e-7 1.2690 1.4338 
Var(ke) 9.850e-5 7.543e-5 6.897e-5 1.3059 1.4282 
5. Simulation study 
Simulation study is widely used to evaluate small sample properties of statistical 
methods. Here, we use the example toxicokinetic-based model to do Monte Carlo simulation 
and compare the efficiency and consistency of different estimation methods. 
The survival function used for simulation is as equation (3). Inverted CDF method was 
used to simulate survival data set using the same parameter setting as in section 4. First, we 
calculated «!>(/,) as equation (3) and F(tt) = 1 -S{tt) for t: =4, 8, 12, ..., 112 using the 
chosen parameters. Then, randomly generate 50 values of u from uniform (0, 1) for each 
dose. Counting the number of u between F(ti) and F(tM) gives the simulated number of 
death within each time interval. Again, F(tM) = 1 if f, =112. Repeat this procedure 1000 
times to get 1000 simulated data sets each with 200 observations. 
The OLSl, OLS2, GLS1 and ML methods were applied to those 1000 data sets to 
estimate parameters. The summary of parameter estimation is given in Table 4.3. The OLSl 
estimator has the biggest bias as we expected. The OLS2 estimator has great improvement 
over the OLSl. The parameters estimated by ML have the smallest bias. We expected the 
GLSl estimator to be close to ML. This did not happen, perhaps because of convergence 
problems. The GLSl algorithm converges only for 139 out of 1000 data sets. 
ML gives smaller empirical variance estimates than OLS2, and close but larger 
estimates than GLSl. This indicates that ML and GLSl estimates are more efficient than 
OLS2 estimate. 
Table 4.3. Summary of parameter estimates for 1000 simulated data sets 
No. 
converge 
d Est. 
Param. Mean % bias Emp. Var 
(fW)) 
MSE 
OLSl 1000 K 0.000759 26.355 3.648e-7 4.381e-7 
k2 0.004443 25.074 4.362e-6 6.568e-6 
k 0.03771 229.727 7.038e-5 3.248e-4 
OLS2 1000 k, 0.001072 4.088 7.615e-7 7.625e-7 
k2 0.006259 5.553 1.017e-5 1.028e-5 
k3 0.05607 4.497 2.390e-4 2.456e-4 
GLSl 139 K 0.001286 24.889 6.963e-7 7.57Oe-7 
4 0.005084 14.271 6.599e-6 7.267e-6 
4 0.05186 3.3456 5.O88e-5 5.374e-5 
ML 1000 K 0.001051 2.004 6.223e-7 6.221e-7 
k2 0.006095 2.790 7.777e-6 7.796e-6 
4 0.05475 2.039 9.161e-5 9.272e-5 
Comparing the empirical variances of OLS2 and GLSl with the analytical result (Table 
4.2), the empirical variances are larger, especially for the first two parameters. 
The mean for estimated variance of parameters is listed in Table 4.4. For ML and 
GLSl, the mean of estimated variance is very close to the empirival variance of estimates. 
OLS 1 and OLS2 seriously underestimate the variance. 
Overall, ML has the smallest bias for parameter estimation and consistent variance 
estimation. GLSl also has consistent variance estimation, but the algorithm has trouble 
converging. 
Table 4.4. Summary of estimated variance of parameters for 1000 simulated sets 
Converged 
Est. 
Param. Mean(F£ )) Mean( ))/Var(k) 
OLSl 1000 k 1.361e-08 0.0373 
k2 1.627e-07 0.0373 
4 1.328e-05 0.1886 
OLS2 1000 4 1.309e-07 0.1719 
4 2.130e-06 0.2093 
4 1.408e-4 0.5889 
GLSl 139 4 5.715e-7 0.8208 
k2 6.31 le-6 0.9564 
4 7.145e-5 1.4044 
ML 1000 4 6.258e-07 1.0056 
4 7.465e-06 0.9600 
k 8.851e-05 0.9661 
6. Summary and conclusions 
Least squares and maximum likelihood are both used for estimation of nonlinear 
models. For the toxicokinetic-based survival model, we compared the performance of 
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ordinary least squares, generalized least squares, and maximum likelihood for an example 
model both analytically and by simulation. 
Under certain regularity conditions, OLS, GLS, and ML estimate are all consistent and 
asymptotically normally distributed. Comparing the estimating equations of GLS with a 
chosen weight function and ML, we found that they share some similarity and the parameter 
estimate for those methods should be close. So the efficiency of parameter estimate is a more 
important issue. GLS estimate is expected to be more efficient than OLS estimate, and the 
analytical asymptotic variance derived from linear approximation proves it. 
The Monte Carlo simulation results show that ML has the smallest bias among the four 
estimation methods. ML and GLS have close variance estimate, and the estimated variance is 
consistent with the empirical variance. However, GLS has trouble converging for the 
example model and data sets. So ML is the preferable method to fit a toxicokinetic-based 
survival model. 
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Appendix: Derivative matrix for the mean function of nonlinear regression 
The nonlinear regression model for the toxicokinetic-based survival model is 
z,- + 
where z ,  =  *' _ . > M  ,  and g{ti ,0) = S(f,, 0) - S{tM, 0). 
N 
%(fi,0*) 5gO,,0*) 5g(Z,,0*) 
To calculate the derivative matrix G. = dg(0*) 
50* 
og(L,B*) dg(tm,Q*) 5g(> ,0*)  
where 0 * is the true value of parameter, notice that 
S(t , ,Q)  =  
exp-
KC0 + k2c0 t ,  - for t .  < T 
5(7)expj /z(7)-l[l-expHe(Z, -7))]!,  forZ, > T 
and so 
a%,0) 
dk{ 
-%,0)^ 
k. 
t ,  
T-1-exp (~k eT) + [1 -  eXp(-t,r)f '"e x p ("^ ( ' '"4 8 ) >  
, for t i  < T 
1,  for  t ,  > T 
dS(t„ 6)_  
dk-, 
k. 
t, -
1 -  exp(—^e/ (  ) 
l-exp(-^7) 
+ [1 - exp(-t,r)f1~exp("^ft~48)) 
, for t t  < T 
L for  t i  > T 
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a%,8) 
dk 
~S ( t t , 6 )  k]C° +^2C° [-keti exp(-ketj) -keti + 2 - 2 exp ( -k e t i ) ] ,  
%  
i- f1 +k C2 r 
-  S( t , ,  0) ' ° 3 2 0 [*e (', - n expHe (Z, - D) - kett expi-kJi ) • 
\ r  f _i_ f2 
-*Sff,, 6) ' 0 2 0 [2 exp(-ke (Z, -T))-2 exp(-kett )], 
Then each term in the derivative matrix can be calculated as 
%(4,8*)_a%,8*) a%+„8*) 
d£y d&y ôA:y 
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CHAPTER V. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
This dissertation concerns development and analysis of a model motivated by a toxicity 
study. This toxicity study produces dose-time-response-data with changing doses over time 
and death/alive as response. We develop a toxicokinetic-based survival model that relates 
survivorship and bioaccumulation of toxicant using two major assumptions. The model 
performance is compared with accelerated failure time models for the example data. Methods 
for diagnosing the two assumptions and improving the model are proposed. Least squares and 
maximum likelihood estimation for this model are compared analytically and by a simulation 
study. 
The development of a toxicokinetic-based survival model and comparison with 
accelerated failure time models are described in chapter H. The two assumptions for the 
toxicokinetic-based survival model are: 1) the toxicant uptake and elimination follow a one 
compartment model; 2) the hazard rate is proportional to the internal concentration. The 
survival function can be derived based on these two assumptions and parameter estimation 
can be done by maximum likelihood. Compared with other toxicokinetics related models, 
this model is more flexible and easier to fit. It can be easily extended from studies with 
constant external concentration to studies with changing external concentration, either by step 
or continuously, and to studies with a threshold dose parameter. Accelerated failure time 
models are not suitable for changing dose studies. 
Model diagnostics are developed for checking two assumptions of the model. For many 
compartment models the internal concentration is a scale function of external concentration. 
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So the assumption of hazard rate proportional to the internal concentration is equivalent to 
the assumption of proportional hazard over external concentration. The simple graphical 
method for testing proportional hazard assumption is the log cumulative hazard plot as for 
Cox proportional hazard model. We also proposed an approximate test based on adding a 
time-varying covariate and testing the significance of its coefficient. This test doesn't require 
fitting the model with time-varying covariate and hence simplifies the diagnostic procedure. 
A simple graphical method is proposed for checking the functional form of dependence on 
external concentration. Again no model fitting is required to perform this diagnostic. The log 
cumulative hazard plot and the approximate test both indicate that the proportional hazard 
assumption holds for the example data. The graph for checking the functional form suggests a 
quadratic dose effect. The modified quadratic toxicokinetic-based model has significant 
improvement over the original linear toxicokinetic-based model, which indicates that these 
diagnostic methods are very useful in model improvement. 
The final issue is choosing an estimation method. The simulation study shows that 
ordinary least squares (OLS) using cumulative survival rate as response, which is used by 
most toxicologists, give the most biased parameter estimation because of serious violation of 
assumptions for nonlinear models. Using change of survival rate between two inspection 
times as response reduces the bias. However, OLS does not give consistent estimates of the 
variance of parameters. Analytically, GLS is more precise and efficient than OLS; but it has 
trouble in getting convergent estimation for the example model even when the simple 
diagonal weight matrix is used. ML does not require further assumptions on the model. The 
estimating equations of GLS and ML are very similar so the parameter estimate for these two 
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methods should be close. The simulation results indicate that ML has the smallest bias in 
parameter estimates, and the estimated variance is consistent with the empirical variance. So 
ML is the preferred method for estimate the example toxicokinetic-based survival model. 
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